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The American Journal of 
SEMITIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 

Volume LIV OCTOBER, 1937 Numbers 1-4 

POPULAR TRADITIONS OF THE COPTIC LANGUAGE 

W. H. WORRELL 

1. This paper is intended as a synopsis of the most important and 

generally interesting results of my study of materials collected within 
the last two years and a half by Dr. Werner Vycichl in Zeniya and 
other Coptic communities. The statements will be necessarily brief, 
and the demonstrations and examples scant or wanting. Vycichl has 
an article in the long-delayed June, 1936, number of the Mitteilungen 
d. deutschen Instituts f. dg. Altertumskunde in Kairo, and a full pub- 
lication is under way. 

2. For the past eighty years a traditional pronunciation of Coptic 
has been giving way to a so-called "reformed" pronunciation, insti- 
tuted by the Patriarch Cyrillus IV (1854-61) and furthered by 
Claudius Bey Labib (d. May 5, 1919), which introduced Modern 
Greek values. This is now being pushed by every available means, and 
the old pronunciation is characterized as that of ignorant peasants in 

Upper Egypt. The older tradition is now to be found, so far as we 

know, only in Upper Egypt. The best locality is Zeniya, near Luxor. 
Not long ago Asyiut and Naqada were centers; and humble persons 
from the former region who may still be discovered in Cairo will 

yield a good tradition. 
3. This old tradition, in its purest form even, is far from the original 

pronunciation but is substantially that of ca. A.D. 1000. It is meager, 
arabicized, and conventionalized, as I have set forth in Coptic Sounds. 
But it is a family tradition carried on in connection with community 
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and church life, not derived from printed texts. A great many peas- 
ants still can read aloud and understand the sacred texts, and their 
children are still taught Coptic, though the local kuttabs have de- 

clined, so they say, since the days of cAurabi Pasha (ca. 1882). It was 
once the custom to teach both boys and girls to read and understand, 
and also to "speak." This embraced stories and legends, the weather, 
prices for cattle, deaths, visits, etc., and was practiced particularly 
after church services. The extent and character are documented in 
the Alphabetarion of Michael, printed as late as A.D. 1886. Most of 

the phrases are fresh and non-Arabic, some are startlingly so. Words 
were still coined for "coffee," "tobacco," "kerosene," and "soap"; 
though there was none for "tea," "cotton," and "bedbug." This 
would date the latest word-forming period as extending down to 1870 
("kerosene") or 1886 ("soap"); but the argument is not a strong one, 
for the words may be artificial. However ITON, "coffee," was coined 
ca. 1500, when coffee was introduced into Egypt, for it signifies the 

drink as well as the bean, as does Amharic (l-:. In Arabic : means 
the bean only. 

4. There is a twilight zone, consisting of (1) Arabic idioms in Coptic 

(e.g., OYC+<lp M>HTTxl"HOyT < -1 
.L .), (2) 

Coptic words inflected as Arabic (e.g., amrad, "beardless" < 1OpT), 
(3) Coptic words completely arabicized. To the third class belongs a 

number of literary Arabic words: IaJ, < -n-lICKOTnOC, 

LCj < T-EMC1Xz, iL451 < TWUBI, and a very large number 

of vernacular and semiliterary words, some of which (e.g., 'Loy < 
4<+ ') are used in Syria. 

5. Modern Copts know only Boheiric, never having heard of other 
dialects. Since there is no external evidence that Boheiric ever became 
the vernacular of Luxor and vicinity, or even of Asyiut, and since the 

peasants of Zeniya know only Boheiric, it follows that their Coptic 
is derived from, or remodeled by, the church idiom which was intro- 
duced in the eleventh century. Nevertheless, they still pronounce O 
as i, and occasionally omit the prothetic vowel of Boheiric and 
Arabic-evidences of a Sahidic or Sahidic-Achmimic tradition. 

6. A number of genuine late Coptic words or expressions may be 

recovered: CIXYPlk, "sugar"; WC NpOMlTl, "live long!" with 
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the reply OYOj NO-OK (3)OMT U) NpOtI11I used after 

drinking coffee; '14 NGMe K, +1 3q(3XPC! EPOK, 41t 
cqcrCMOY BPOK, NO-OK TTHXNM K, "don't mention it." 

Perhaps we should exclude NZCDUNI, "kerosene," KMPq,) NGBJ 

"sugar cane," and (UWMIWI, "soap." OY?oP has become hor, 

and MXOk, jol, and tXIAOC, salmos through a misunder- 

standing of the initial syllables Qy-, 1-, and HT-, understood as 
an article or connective. Nouns in the construct state are no longer 
shortened, e.g., W)WMIIWI <(9W"M ? 1(1)1. 

7. Accent is correct, e.g., in anah, anni, ENGZ (cf. Achmimic 

kN"ie,); dajrii, TXXPO; awls, XYIC; but distorted by cantil- 
lation or pedantry in all words with unaccented C between the last 
two consonants, to distinguish them from similar words without that 

vowel, e.g., sulsal, COACCk; t6lab, -OAWDX6; s3da-m, CCfD'C ; 

masj, t1U9X; doijk, T1WNK; jamf, xCriq. (The accented vowel 

may be long or short. Note the t for -0- in the formerly accented 

syllable and that there is no "murmelvokal" in the second class. In 
the Chassinat medical text [see Coptic Sounds, pp. 123 if.] the distiuc- 

tion is blurred by one example,' XW?CA <Jk ; and the final syl- 
lable in CXZ~NTXXh <3j~Xs, H"CGC.Ac k J\, was certainly 
not long, though it may have been accented.) False analogy with 
feminines in -c/-i would explain dija'be for tX.A4*3, in which the 
accent is on the ultima, as shown by the 4>. Other cases of wrong 
accent are bf-ru, nIIJO; arrma, EPM". Vernacular Arabic is re- 

sponsible for 1"l6l, dk" (cf. Askut for 1'k4); fsn6, CNH; t_bre, 

4pH; Fdboe, T4C; alongside of ismti, Gioy. Arabic word pat- 
terns have determined accent, e.g.,.in iirhun, a`pXow, following L 
as against ark-in of magical texts; miris, gcpos, following .JU; 

neg&dd, NEKar'pLov, following JL ..; hallils, Z4XkOYC, following 

J teilis, 4n'AaKos, following J; maAtaba, */ueo7.oTwtov(?), fol- 

lowing iil~n madtiru, IICTOYPO, following XiJ L; basra, 

*4+cCXPwU, following iJLx..; perhaps vBra, XaZpE, following J%Lj. 
X apqlok" is not from YJI but from al-furm for al-furn (in Koptos, Kharga, and 

many other places) and is therefore no exception (vycichl). 
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Analogy binds the group: josab, moisas, gabrijal, brofidas (along- 
side of brofidas); Egladijos, arsanijos, magarios, mengarios, gatamaros 
(earlier spelled ,Lj?); buitrus, bulus, morg3s. 

8. There is no "murmelvokal" in the modern pronunciation of 
words ending in a double consonance, e.g.: solh, (pU)A2; ajb, CXnI; 

masf, MACCq; aradf, epATq; sidk, 6ITK; wosd, OyUp9T. 

(This is also true of the Chassinat text, where IJaL = KOyCT; 

1z'= KOy()T; = MHp2.) But a "murmelvokal" may ap- 

pear when there are three final consonants, e.g.: solhas, 0(OA2C; 
kremdis, XpCMTC. The sharp contrast maintained between sodam, 
C(DTEM, and solh supports my contention (Coptic Sounds, chap. i) 
that there is no helping vowel ("murmelvokal") when no vowel C 
is written; and opposes Till's contention (AZ, LXVIII, 121; cf. 

Polotsky, ibid., LXIX, 128) that a vowel may or may not be written 
in such words. (Disregard of this fact has led us, Polotsky points out, 
to the introduction of false forms into dictionary and grammar. 
Vulgar spellings, pnTT, HpH"T, are probably due to drawled pro- 
nunciation of a slow scribe.) Nevertheless, the helping vowel in 
solhas justifies Vycichl's reservation (OLZ, 1934, No. 12, Col. 733) 
that a helping vowel may be pronounced, at least in difficult con- 
sonantal combinations. 

9. The prothetic vowel, indicated in Boheiric by a dot or grave ac- 
cent over an initial consonant (there is no prothetic vowel in Sahidic), 
is pronounced as E except when its consonant is s or s (U), 6), e.g., 

ebre, >PH; 6dbae, T4e; isne, CNH; ifsl, dkH (now accented on 

prothetic vowel, under Arabic influence). 
10. Accented vowels seem today to be neither definitely long nor 

definitely short. This may be partly the effect of cantillation or of 

pedantic school instruction. But perhaps there was little quantity 
even in early Coptic times. Vycichl suggests that, in Boheiric, 6 
and 0 may have been more open than H and (U and not necessarily 
shorter. Before h., where a-resonance "opens" a vowel, H > C and 
D > O; e.g., MS2, MO2. (Before b this does not occur: >H(, 

+>wi.) Before j, where i-resonance "closes" a vowel, > H and 
O > CD; e.g., MHINI, 0UIK. Before w, whose w-resonance also 
"closes" a vowel, O > U; e.g., Cp(WOy. (But C does not become 
H, it becomes A.; e.g., NAky, "time".) If Vycichl is right, then the 
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situation is the opposite of that in Greek where v and o are said to be 
the open vowels and e and o the close ones. I prefer to think that 

early Boheiric had quantity, and that long vowels were also close 
vowels, as they should be from physiological considerations; i.e., I 
think that ? and O were more open than H and Uc and were usually 
short; though they may have been used to represent long vowels in 

special cases, such as tMlG, 1MO, where quality seemed more impor- 
tant than quantity. The disregard of quantity in modern pronuncia- 
tion is probably due to artificial conditions. 

11. The outstanding feature of the "old" pronunciation, and the 
one most condemned (e.g., Coptic Sounds, p. 127), is giving H and 6 
the value of a/a. Though generally regarded as an Arabic feature, it 
is as old as the Chassinat text (ca. 1000?) at least. At Luxor and else- 
where bet > bat in bat Dabuha. Perhaps this is a Coptic influence. 
Old transliterations generally make H = a, except in the names of per- 
sons and places. Many hymns rhyme in a, with = a; e.g., TXB 
with NHB. At Ebshawai H is always a. The modern name of the 
letter H is hada. In the unaccented ultima of Greek words the a-value 
of H was preserved by transferring the accent to that syllable; e.g., 
brofidas, matidas. But the Zeniya-Asyiit tradition antedates the gen- 
eral leveling of H to a, in that it distinguishes words in which I = a 
from words in which H = i. In the definite assignment of words to the 
one or the other of these groups, there was complete agreement be- 
tween Bistauros of Zeniya and Moharib the carif of el-cAraki. Certain 

principles are involved, and these may be inherited from Egyptian, 
if they are not the result of later analogical groupings. E.g., kBH 

is bal; and the qualitative of every biconsonantal verb is pronounced 
with a. MHp, "bound," is mar, but IMHp, "beyond," is mir. Femi- 
nine adjectives ending in H are pronounced with i, e.g., X.JMH, kami; 
!,XH, haDi. 

12. In some sixteen cases the H-words in a are known, through the 
researches of Albright (Vocalization) or on some other grounds, to 
have had originally the vowel u. They are MH, "urine," 6AH, MHI, 
"truth," MHT, THB, EBp-X, QHX , PPI6HN , PFI, BIHNI, lHB 

(Albright); lHN! (Assyr. sunu), PMHB (rn"), u)eHN (n-.r, 
xLrwv), KHBI (Nub. kube [Vycichl]), XHTTI (KblVnr), HFnT (Old Nub. 

opnT [Vycichl]), Bacirat, jurb, Beled es-Siyag, orb, yet Greek 'pTrLS. 
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2H, "front," resembles ZUDT sufficiently to permit a cryptogram 
(Drioton, Notes sur le cryptogramme de Montouemhet), in spite of the 

contemporary Assyrian mantimenhe. oy(pH, CpMH, and T?eBNH 

have plurals in -U(OYl; Boheiric (pMHN corresponds to Sahidic 

)(MOyN, and all four words are now pronounced in a. All this ap- 

pears to indicate that H at the beginning of its use in Coptic stood for 
a sound derived from fu, though resembling i. This could only have 
been ii, 6, or something similar. 

13. Of some fifty-five words in which H = i, only four can be con- 
trolled by outside sources: C-MHM, "eye-paint,"= aKrLIuIL, Latin 

stimmi; MJpiHC, "south," is contained in .r.; HCX (proper 

name) = L-.); BHNI, "swallow (bird)," is mine in Nubian (Vyci- 
chl). MIp, mir, "beyond," appears in Albright (p. 44, No. 20) as 

muru; but Albright assures me (October 16, 1936) that it may as well 
be miru. However, there is no doubt of the existence of a large number 
of words in which H = i. If H in early Coptic times stood for ui or o, 
or something similar, which by ca. A.D. 1000 had become a, it is also 

true that H stood for another sound, surely very similar to ii, 6, etc., 
which during the same time had become i; and that sound was very 
probably the unrounded counterpart of ii, 6, etc., which is i, e, etc. 
Since H is not usually confused in Coptic with I, the original value 
must have been rather e, etc., than i. H then had two values, one 

rounded--, and the other unrounded-e. These were probably close 
rather than open (see sec. 10). Two difficulties here present them- 
selves: Original Egyptian i becomes classical Coptic e and modern 

Coptic i. Original Egyptian f becomes classical Coptic 6 and modern 

Coptic a. The difficulties have not been solved. Perhaps Arabic sub- 
stitutions are involved. 

14. Before or after r the H which is 6 sometimes2 is written I, as 

Albright has pointed out (p. 50, 11. 23 f.; 11. 27 f.; pp. 53, bottom, f.). 
CpIT (= CpHT, Peyron < Zo6ga), TpIp, and ,Ilp are from forms 

having u or u originally. For some reason they have got into the other 
H-class and emerge as modern i instead of a. The exact character of r 
is unknown, but it may be presumed that it modified 6 in such a way 
as to prevent its becoming a by Arabic substitution. H may have 
been ii. 

2 Cf., however, pH-t (*u), pHC (*i), pHT, ppHT (Vycichl). 
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15. In a very few cases the "old" pronunciation appears to be 

wrong. If the name Bawit, TTHyHT (Sahidic; see Maspero-Drioton, 
Fouilles executees d Baouit, No. 434), is the qualitative of Dwd, it 
should be b-awad (see sec. 11) not b-awid (Vycichl). Yet Bistauros 
and Girgis say b-awid. Clearly TTlyHT is a passive participle (*i), 
not a qualitative (Vycichl). Similarly, eBHX should be awal (Girgis) 
not awil (Bistauros), if BHA is a qualitative. cHql is usually pro- 
nounced sifi, as it should be (cf. [oos, .i., Nub. sibid [Vycichl]), 
but sometimes safi. The suffix --0-HNOy, if derived from *kunui and 
not from *kina (Zimmern, Vgl. Gr., p. 69), should be *tanu and not 
tinu. But Sahidic Copts had nothing to guide them in the pronuncia- 
tion of Boheiric -O-lNOy for they had merely -TN (Vycichl). TH 
is pronounced dse, and should be *di because <dj; CAH is isle, and 
should be *isla (Albright, p. 50, 11. 31 f.-a complicated history); 
XHMI is given as kemi and immediately corrected to kami; +PH is 

given as Fbre (Bistauros) and corrected to Fbra (Yassa); CMH is 

given as isme. Here H has the value e or ae, and this is due probably 
to uncertainty as between a and i; not due to Modern Greek influ- 

ence, which would give i. 
16. Like H, the letter e (in spite of its name, 6je) usually stands for 

an a-sound, and this is usually short in accented, unaccented, and 

falsely accented (sec. 7) syllables, e.g., anah, CNe2; tolab, -0-tI6B. 
That this is the proper Coptic sound is inferred from the fact that 

Coptic is distinguished from Greek, e.g., in the phrase taj de da, -O-1 
AC. Te, "this woman however is"; though Greek words are given 
both values, e.g., teodokia, dorotaos, bnewma/bnawma. As in the 
case of H, this value is as old as the Chassinat text; and it may or may 
not be due to Arabic influence. Unlike H, the C does not have two 

pronunciations; and Coptic words containing e do not fall into the 

expected a-group and i-group. There is but one group-the a-group. 
The single case of sI, Ce, "yes," should, however, be noted. 

17. That there were originally two groups, however, is seen from 
the fact that Albright (p. 17) cites four words in which C goes back 
to a u-sound: MeIp2, (9Ne, ME, and -XMTT2. Also, since mah, 
MC2, "full, "is a qualitative, it probably goes back to *muh (secs. 10 
and 11). If e is more open than H (sec. 10), perhaps C originally stood 
for 0 and ?, the more open varieties of o and e (sec. 13). 
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18. Greek influence accounts for Mdbe, T4+?; and se, C6, "yes." 
19. U( is generally 6; but when final it may become ow, as in 

amasow, EM6(pI)W. Nevertheless, it is sometimes U, e.g., in the inter- 

jection, W. Before two consonants it is o, e.g., ajorh, ?XW(p2, doubt- 
less under the influence of Arabic. The name of the letter is 6. 

20. The letter O is hardly to be distinguished in pronunciation from 
(U. Though it has the expected open quality in hodhad, POTCeT, it 
is ou (like the name of the letter) when final; it is u when final (both 
accented and unaccented) and elsewhere; it is fu in salluid (sic!), 
6XOx f, and hiude, OTn. For the u-value of O and U) in the Chassinat 
text see Coptic Sounds, p. 127. It has the Greek value in brofidas, 
lengthened in katamar6s. 

21. The combination Oy (which has no name) is f in ihn, boylN, 
but more often a fluctuating thing that is heard as U or 5, e.g., ebnUdi 
ebnodi (Farshut); jamtU, jamol; sm6. For fluctuation between Oy, 
(U, and O in Theban documents see Coptic Sounds, pp. 104 and 105. 
In Greek words y occurs by itself, with the value i. Consonantal Oy, 
C), is treated below (sec. 32). 

22. The letter I (called j6da) is pronounced i and I, e.g., afjimi, 
bIr6, HTIpO, never otherwise; though it is clear that, e.g., in CpIT, 
-O-pIp (Albright, p. 18), the vowel goes back to ui and is an H (6), 
modified by p probably into ii (sec. 14). This may be the value of I 
in words like CG1M1, whose plurals have an o--10MI. 

23. The letter Xk (called alfa) is always a, except before C (a), when 
it becomes e by dissimilation, e.g., bime ada-, HTIMlX 6T-; bime 

anara-, HlMk eCN pe-. 
24. The unaspirated stops, T and T, are pronounced (?) sometimes 

as b, 4, but usually as b, d; and the latter have generally been used in 

my transcriptions. Vycichl is certain he hears only b, d. 
25. The letter T (called bej) is pronounced b/l, as it should be 

(Coptic Sounds, p. 19), and never p; though the lack of p in Arabic 
would in itself exclude the Coptic sound. + (called fij) is also pro- 
nounced b/b in Coptic words, and not p, the correct value. It is not 

necessary to see here a Sahidic trait (TT for +), because the absence of 

p in Arabic is a sufficient explanation; and the corresponding stop, -O-, 
is rendered by t, because that sound does occur in Arabic. Occasionally 
+> is pronounced f, under the influence of Greek words or of modern 
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style; or because of the effort to produce a lacking voiceless sound like 
b. Fricative + is treated below (sec. 33). jt (called ebsi) is simply 
TTC. B when final is the same as HT. BI is pronounced buw, e.g., 
rabuwi, pBBI , because final B is b and initial B is w. Fricative B is 
treated below (sec. 31). 

26. The letter T (called dau) is pronounced d/d, as it should be, 
and never t, except when final, e.g., in somt (also somd), (UOMT. 
-0- (called tutte) is t, but occasionally J, under Modern Greek influ- 
ence. The precision of distinction between -0- and T is remarkable. 
It is observed even in tolab, -0-UVJXB, where the accent has shifted. 
That this is the inherited result of a once-operative Boheiric rule 

(Ludwig Stern, Koptische Grammatik [Leipzig, 1880], sec. 19) is 

certain, for T and 0-, without distinction, are pronounced d/4/t (un- 
aspirated) when unaccented, or originally unaccented, but are pro- 
nounced t (aspirated) when accented, however weakly, in Greek 

words, e.g., teodokia, OeoroKia; bristos, XPLr6os; todros, Oeobopos. A 
(called dalda) is nearly always d/d, though the Modern Greek -5 is 

occasionally heard. t (called dij) is simply Tl. 
27. The letter K (called kabba) is always pronounced k at the 

present time. In the seventh century it was still g in Sahidic, for place- 
names in Upper Egypt have j (in that dialect of Arabic, g) to repre- 
sent Coptic K, e.g., KWCC, KeqT, NeKJXTHfION, KIINHI-TO- 
XIC, TKWVOY; so also early loan words: Hn KpOYP, 1CTK\UVA, 
KA,TXMAP6OC. Also in Boheiric it was still g, for place-names in 

Lower Egypt (or imported from there) have ~ (in the Cairo dialect 

of Arabic, g) for Coptic K, e.g., tK6Bl, / / J ; 
XHOO--HKH, .i l. But as early as the time of Athanasios of 

Qus (eleventh century) the letter K is called kabba, with J. The ap- 
parent change of value from g to k can be observed in Boheiric only, 
and may be due to the Cairo-Alexandria pronunciation of j as ', which 
invalidated . as a sign for Coptic K. The Chassinat text equates 

Coptic K with j, C 
and ); that of Carsanova-Sobhy equates it with 

) and .; the Galtier text equates it with 'J only. The chailge is thus 
evidently due to graphic causes. 

9 
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28. The letter X is always k in Coptic words. This was the value 
in the seventh century, for the Arabs heard it as 'J, e.g., X(WpJX, 
kiura; XpXWIN, arkfn (magical texts). It is never pronounced as b 
except in Greek words. The letter F occurs only in Greek or other 

foreign words, and here it follows the Greek rule: g before a, o, u; 

gj before i, e. Double, rr, it is vgj or Vj. The pronunciation of r as 

j is due to the Cairo g = g, by overcorrection. The letter F (called 
eksi) is simply KC. 

29. The letter X (called janja) is j. When pronounced g, that is 
due to the Cairo pronunciation of C as g. 

30. The letter 6 is always s, and has no connection with X in 
consciousness. 

31. The letter B (called beda, veda), except when final, is pro- 
nounced w, v, and possibly the bilabial ,3 (Vycichl thinks not). The 
second and third are non-Arabic; and the second is derived from the 

third, which is probably the original sound. At the end of a syllable 
B is b. 

32. The combination oy (which has no name), when functioning 
as a consonant, e.g., Oy(9), CVwOYN, is always w. After o and o 
the w is sometimes lost, e.g., ho, hu, 20OOY; mo, tM(IO; but it 

never becomes a separate vowel. y (called ha, he, possibly because of 

some forgotten function) occurs in foreign words, received via Greek, 
as v, e.g., lavi, AEvL. In the combination Xy it is always w in Coptic 
words; but in Greek words the w is sometimes lost, e.g., Egladios, 
KXaL6tos. 

33. The letter q (called faj) is f, possibly the bilabial +. The letter 
4 is given the same sound at times, either through Greek influence 

or in an effort to produce the non-Arabic p (see sec. 25); and it always 
has the value f in Greek words. 

34. The letter C (called samma) is usually pronounced s. But it is 
s at times, before a palatal vowel, e.g., sI, Ce; or after s, e.g., ba'sens, 
*TTa(JXNC (Farshiut); sisi, 6ICI (Farshut); or under the influence 
of Semitic (Arabic?) forms of proper names, e.g., semeon, CyMIWN; 

asser, XCCHp. The letter Z is always z-an Arabic sound, suppos- 
edly not Coptic. 
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35. The letter Q( (called saj) is usually s. Before j it may become 

3, e.g., maaJ, MAXJ)X, a non-Arabic sound. 
36. The letter I, when it functions as a consonant, is j, e.g., bajod, 

TTXI(PT; foj, qWI; sojs, 6OIC. But when followed by a consonant 
in the same syllable, it may be lost (el-cAraki, near Farshutt), e.g., ok, 
(DIK; sos, 6OIC; woni, Oy(CNI. It is frequently not heard before 
H in isos, IHCOyC. 

37. The letter , (called haj) is always h, never c. The letter X in 
Greek words has the value h before back vowels and before r, other- 
wise s, even when the vowel has undergone further change, e.g., sara, 
XaTpe. The letter 2 (called hori) is simple h, e.g., htou, 20-0; rarely 
h, e.g., ajorh, GXCUI P2; and it sometimes disappears, e.g., ana, 

38. The letters A (lola), M (mej), N (niP), and P (row) are pro- 
nounced as 1, m, n, r (trilled), respectively. Doubled M is sometimes 

simplified, e.g., mon, MMON (el-cAraki). N before nI is not as- 
similated. NK is pronounced Tjk, e.g., doTjk, TWNK. 

39. From the time when Coptic ceased to be commonly spoken, 
down almost to the present, there have existed a school language and 
a Coptic-Arabic jargon. That these are not entirely derived from 
sacred texts, but have traditional contact with living Coptic, appears 
from many facts above adduced, chief of which are: differentiation of 
a-H from i-I, of Coptic X from Greek X, of aspirated t from un- 

aspirated t, of words with 6 from words without c between two final 

consonants, special values for final B and final T, peculiar consonantal 
use of oy and I, tenth-century accentuation, traces of non-Boheiric 
phonology and vocabulary, and (possibly) new expressions of seeming 
genuineness. 

40. Zeniya tradition shows that Greek letters were not always 
taken over with their current Greek values, if indeed we know what 
those were; that the original values of H and C must be reconsidered; 
that modern peasant tradition is not so corrupt and arbitrary as we 
have supposed. Otherwise it requires no serious revision of the views 
set forth in Coptic Sounds. 
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